
Redwood RunMyJobs®  
Scheduling for the 21st century

Redwood RunMyJobs technology eliminates the frustrations of siloed and disconnected IT processes. 

Integrate and execute business-critical processes by closing the chasm between people and 

processes. We do that in a single, simple, consolidated and reliable solution that scales without being 

constrained by traditional challenges of legacy technology, licence models or support arrangements.

Beyond Scheduling and Workload Automation

Move from heavy, outdated black-box tools to a fully 

managed automation service with complete visibility for 

optimal control and governance. Gain full transparency into 

business outcomes.

Your best people can now share the same vision for success 

and focus their effort on efficiency and innovation. Use the 

Redwood RunMyJobs platform to rapidly automate, manage 

and monitor process execution for multiple applications across 

any complex, mixed or hybrid environment.

Our full software-as-a-service (SaaS) cloud-based delivery 

model means that you never have to add infrastructure 

costs, including hardware management, to your automated 

processes.

Flexible, pay-as-you-go fully managed process  
automation service

“We examined several tools, and we ultimately decided on Redwood RunMyJobs.  

Its combination of superb capabilities, the cloud delivery model and flexible pricing 

led to our decision.”

John Fitzsimmons, Technical Program Manager, Whitbread



Delivered as needed, unlimited 
scalability, unlimited connectors

Flexible

Utility pricing, ease of expansion, 
lowest techincal debt

Pay-as-you-go

No infrastructure worries, no 
downtime, no added maintenance

SaaS Delivery

Fast implementation, easy migration, 
99.95% uptime

Full Support

Redwood RunMyJobs is the 21st century automation solution for 
your most important processes. We make everything easier.

Big Data & data warehouse management, IT security management, automated DevOps, 

infrastructure management, incident management, application management and more.

If you’ve had enough of the uncertainly and worry about your end-of-life scheduler, we have the 

answer. The Redwood RunMyJobs solution is built to be a powerful multiplier that lowers the total cost 

of ownership for IT. It frees people and infrastructure while achieving consistent, reliable results.

Features

1. Enjoy fully managed service with 24x7 support — including automatic updates and zero downtime.

2. Use a wide range of templates, wizards and reusable objects to scale process automation easily.

3. Get the most advanced conditional process handling you can buy. Use the visual process editor 

to graphically build and connect your automated activities within the context of IT and the 

business.

4. Review automated processes and process chains in your test environment as often as you like. 

Check for compliance and to make sure SLA levels are fully supported before running them in 

production. 

5. Get unlimited process servers and connectors for easy scaling and growth.

6. See the results of automated processes with reports that give you the ability to easily export their 

contents for further analysis.



“Redwood RunMyJobs gives us a competitive advantage that enables us to continue  

to grow our business and further improve service delivery.” 

— Chris Waterfield, Business Systems Manager, Anglian Water

Redwood’s architecture provides the most adaptable automation solution available. Each process or 

chain of processes includes a definition of the process logic itself, the context and data that’s used 

to determine conditional steps in the process, and details on events, timing or other triggers for the 

automated action. This means that no activity is too complex to automate.

 

The solution allows users to schedule processes to take place on their own and become part of 

a chain or queue of processes. These tasks are then handled by our process servers that securely 

communicate with your target systems to complete them.

How it works

Redwood has been the leader in automation technology for more than 25 years and remains the only 

global provider with this single focus. As such, our approach to automation security is unparalleled in 

the industry. Our unique Secure Gateway technology works together with browser and single sign-on 

authentication and user lockout. A designated agent uses military grade cryptography standards. 

For more details on our advanced security, see our Redwood RunMyJobs Cloud Security data sheet.

“We built, tested and migrated scheduled business jobs away from RemoteWare and CA AutoSys 

into Redwood RunMyJobs. Since then we’ve run almost 3 million jobs without a single problem. We 

also integrated automatic incident management directly into ServiceNow.” - Director of Global 

Automation, international services organization

Secure



Reliable
Redwood is the process automaton standard for the Global 500. That’s because we actively 

support our customers’ success every day. Thousands of corporations worldwide have a direct 

line of communication and escalation to the development and engineering experts who built 

our solutions. We have offices in the US, UK, Netherlands, Germany and Australia. 

We maintain the highest resiliency standards in the industry. Our top 30 customers run 

approximately 15 million processes per month. Last year alone, our cloud-based service 

automated more than 250 million activities, and, once again, exceeded our guaranteed uptime 

commitments with 99.95% uptime. 

Our track record and commitment have earned Redwood the status of both an Oracle® Gold 

Partner and the Automation Partner of Choice for SAP®.

“We wanted to replace BMC Control-M for our scheduling as we were unhappy with 

the lack of transparency around pricing and unpredictability around the billing. 

We chose Redwood's RunMyJobs because the commercials were transparent,  

and we could easily adapt workload to our changing needs.”

— IT Director, international financial organization



Migration is Easy
It’s easy to move away from legacy batch processors, schedulers and outdated workload 

automation. In five measured steps, we’ll complete your transition to the most flexible 

scheduling and workload automation service available.

See just how easy it can be to upgrade to  
Redwood’s RunMyJobs
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www.redwood.com

Our solution is designed to replace any automation or scheduling tool in use today.  

Redwood's RunMyJobs service puts you in control of today and in charge of where you’ll 

be tomorrow.

Determine your best automation strategy.

01. Analysis:

Move from legacy systems to your future.

03. Conversion:

Replace old tools and begin ongoing process 

improvement with new visibility.

05. Go-Live:

See how to get the most from Redwood 

process automation.

02. Training:

Confirm you’ve got it right.

04. Testing:

https://www.redwood.com/workload-automation/

